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It gives me immense pleasure to present the maiden IVCA newsletter to our 
esteemed fraternity of the Private Equity and Venture Capital industry in India.

The need for a publication informing the industry about accurate and authentic 
information was felt since a long time. And while there are, in fact, a few 
newsletters currently available in the market, none of them present information, 
as sought by the industry.

“Reporting on Indian Private Equity and Venture Capital” (RIPE) reflects 
the energy and untapped potential of the PE/VC industry in India.  IVCA, being 
the nodal representative of the Private Equity and Venture Capital industry in 
India, has taken the initiative to come up with a newsletter that can be relied 
upon by our members for credible, accurate and current information.

We plan to publish this newsletter on a monthly basis. The publication will be 
sent to all the members through Email and will also be available online at the 
IVCA website. Each issue will cover the following sections: 

Regulatory Affairs: A brief overview of the major regulatory changes, affecting the industry

Events:  Major Events and Affairs organized by IVCA

In Person: Interviews and Insights by Industry Players including LP’s

Match Makers: In depth analysis of select deals

Deal Almanac: Detailed summary of all the deals in the previous month

Playbook: Trends in the industry

I also take this opportunity to thank, Research PE India , our knowledge partner in developing 
this newsletter. As our partner they will aim to provide deal info, sector analysis and 
intelligence insights for the IVCA Newsletter.

In the near future, IVCA plans to release quarterly journals with a detailed analysis of deals, 
news and information relevant for the industry.

I would like to thank the team at IVCA who have made this newsletter a reality. As always, 
IVCA whole heartedly welcomes suggestions or actionable criticism from members, to make 
this newsletter better and more insightful for our fraternity.

Thanks,

Mahendra Swarup
President - IVCA



From the Co-Chairs

Sumir Chadha, IVCA Co-Chair

Luis Miranda, IVCA Co-Chair
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India, at the current crossroads, is witnessing an increasing trend of PE and VC 
activity. Almost nonexistent a decade earlier, the investing community to which we 
belong is steadily beginning to grasp what India has to offer to the domestic and 
global market players. In such a scenario, the role of an association for the PE/ VC 
Investor community assumes greater importance than ever before. 

“Reporting on Indian Private Equity and Venture Capital”, is a medium for us to 
express ideas, investments and information, and is intended to be a platform for 
sharing common goals and interests. 

Our inaugural issue is an initiative to reach out to everyone in the community, 
irrespective of their size, shape or interest to be a part of our family; and we take this 
opportunity to welcome our 400 member strong community to the vibrant group 
called IVCA. 

As we transit through this nascent stage of the PE/VC industry in India, we hope that 
working together; we can all contribute to positive change and make the best of what 
India has to offer itself and to the world at large.

The Private Equity and Venture Capital industry is in a state of constant evolution, 
with global and domestic events changing it. 

Earlier this year, IVCA joined hands with the Global India Venture Capital 
Association (GIVCA) to become the largest representative body for promoting the 
interests of Indian Private Equity and Venture Capital. 

As we deal with key challenges such as the tough competitive environment, the 
evolving regulatory environment and underdeveloped corporate governance,  it is all 
the more important that we have a strong and resolute representative body lobbying 
for the interests for our fraternity, to exploit the best of what our industry can 
contribute to India on the whole.

“Reporting on Indian Private Equity and Venture Capital”, the newsletter from 
IVCA, is not only a tool  to reach out to the PE and VC investing fraternity in India, 
but will enable us to reach out to policy makers, regulators and opinion leaders. 

The new face of IVCA will continue to spearhead issues faced by the members and 
strive for the excellence that befits our investing fraternity. 

Welcome again and we look forward to your continued support!
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Regulatory Affairs

Takeover Code

With the aim of streamlining the current takeover regulations, the Takeover Regulations Advisory Committee 
(“TRAC”) was constituted by Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) to make necessary changes in 
regulations for takeover of listed companies. The report, filed on 19th July, 2010 has proposed certain 
fundamental changes in the regulations. 

The committee recommended, among other things, increasing  the open offer trigger to 25 percent (from the 
current 15 percent) and increasing the size of open offer to 100 percent. This would  ramp up the acquisition 
activity for less than 25 percent stake in listed companies while on the other hand, activity to capture higher 
than 25 percent stake will see a drop. A concern that the retail investor community still holds is that a large 
investor/competitor of the target company may acquire less than 25% of the company and still exercise 
significant control over the company, for example the power to control a special resolution verdict requiring a 
minimum of 75 percent votes present, would still be possible. 

Takeover activity is also expected to initially become more difficult, especially for Indian acquirers due to 
scarcity of capital for financing an open offer. Foreign acquirers with access to capital will be at an advantage 
viz a viz the Indian acquirers. However, the TRAC does talk about providing flexible loans to Indian acquirers 
in deserving cases. 

Promoter Definition:

Private Equity (PE) investment should be taken at par with Financial Institutions, Scheduled Banks, Foreign 
Institutional Investors (FIIs) and Mutual Funds, which are not considered as Promoters. IVCA has 
suggested that PE investor should not be taken as ‘Promoter’ unless voluntarily accepted by the PE 
Investor.

Definition of Control: 

Veto rights available to PE investor should not be considered as a sufficient criterion for determining 
control. These veto rights are essentially minority protection rights to secure certain actions by the 
company, which does not necessarily mean investors can dictate or lead changes themselves. Hence, to 
clear the difference between ‘Veto with control’ and ‘Veto without control’, IVCA has recommended that 
control should only be based upon the ability to appoint a majority of directors (as appears in definition of 
‘Control’ Foreign Investment Promotion Board vide the Press Note 2 of 2009).

Increase in Shareholding due to buy back:

IVCA has recommended that passive increase in shareholding of PE investors pursuant to non-participation 
in a buyback event should not mandate making an open offer.

Person acting in concert (PAC): 

A PE investor should not be considered as PAC merely by virtue of execution of a shareholders agreement 
with the promoters. Ironically, such share holders agreements play the role of extracting right from the 
Promoters rather than acting in concert with the promoters.  

Preferential Allotment: 

The exemption from making an open offer in case of preferential allotment to PE investors, should be 
reintroduced, as it was available under the earlier Takeover Regulations. 

Top Recommendations made to SEBI by IVCA:
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Regulatory Affairs

Insider Track On the Takeover Code 

Somasekhar Sundaresan
J. Sagar Associates 

The proposed new regulations seek to enhance the trigger for a mandatory open offer from the current level of 
15% to 25%. This would enable the PE and VC industry to enter into transactions of a more reasonable size and 
invest in capital formation in the form of primary issuance and not have to spend an equivalent of 20% of the 
target company’s capital to buy out the shareholders i.e. where the money would not go into the business but to 
shareholders. Now, the open offer would be triggered only at a serious threshold and not at a low threshold of 
15%. This is a major benefit for the investing community. 

On the issue of “control”, the new regulations have not made any change to the existing definition, except to 
codify what courts have always interpreted “control” to mean. The issue of affirmative rights could not be 
addressed with a one-size-fits-all approach whereby one could take a position that PE or VC investors can enjoy 
affirmative rights or veto rights without being regarded as being in control. That would have led to the regulator 
having to regulate and define what a “private equity” investment is, which would be unnecessary regulatory 
intervention.  So also, it would not be possible to say that a “financial investor” could never be regarded to be in 
“control” because in given cases, even a private equity investor would indeed want to acquire control – that is the 
raison de etre of buy-out funds.

On the potential destruction of shareholder value after an unsolicited takeover offer is made, the new draft 
regulations have strengthened the position. They seek to require the target company and its subsidiaries to be 
run in the ordinary course, consistent with past practice and not destroy value. Any deviation from the ordinary 
course too could indeed be made, but that would require shareholder approval.

While the TRAC addresses the “tag along” right of the retail investors in an open offer, don’t you think it 
would adversely affect investors looking for a 25 - 50% stake in a target firm?

One has to draw a line somewhere. A 25% threshold is a serious threshold. If one were to desire to acquire such 
a high stake in a listed company, one should make indeed provide a tag-along right to the other shareholders. 
Investors who are looking for a stake in excess of 25% in a listed company should realise that they are seeking to 
acquire the ability to block many fundamental and critical decisions of the listed company.  

When a company has public money in it, and one seeks to acquire such a substantial stake in the company, one 
should acknowledge that the other shareholders would have a right to decide on whether they should stay in the 
company or leave the company. If they desire to leave the company, they should get an exit.  

There can always be a debate on where this line should be drawn – currently, it is drawn at a rather low threshold 
of 15%. Where the line should be drawn can be a subject matter of many views. However, taking it to 50%, in my 
view, is not appropriate or equitable. I think the 25% threshold is fair, equitable and also in step with Indian 
corporate law, which requires a 75% vote to pass a special resolution for approving some fundamental and 
critical matters, and anyone holding anything more than 25% would be able to block such decisions.

Could you brief us on the major concerns of the Private Equity and Venture 
Capital community with respect to the new changes in the takeover code?

The primary concerns of the private equity and venture capital community are on 
two counts: (a) the low threshold at which open offers are triggered; and (b) securing 
good governance of investee companies without being construed as acquiring control. Such financial 
investors also seek protection against mis-governance in the form of “poison pills” that could hurt 
shareholder value, on the part of those in management and control of the target company when a takeover 
offer is made.
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Regulatory Affairs

How do you reckon the new takeover code suggestions would affect the overall investment and 
volume of PIPE deals in the market?

In my view, the number of transactions in the sub-25% space will go up. This is very good for the mid-cap 
companies that are hungry for capital, and for PE investors who are hungry for good assets, where all their 
funds could focus on being invested in, and growing, the business of the company. Whether investors invest 
more or less, is product of the economic environment rather than the law. However, with the new law, the lines 
being drawn at a reasonable level, other things being equal, the number of PIPE deals should go up because 
investor can invest without being inhibited by the cost of making an open offer for an acquisition as low as 
15%.

According to you, in what area has TRAC taken the biggest fundamental leap forward?

The most important or fundamental progression made by the TRAC is the introduction of the concept of 
ensuring that the open offer is an offer to acquire any or all shares tendered by any shareholder of the target 
company. Any other conceptual approach to the Takeover Regulations would be unfair and inequitable. To 
ensure that all shareholders have an equitable right on par with one another to exit the company, regardless of 
the size of shareholding is a fundamental principle underlying substantial acquisitions in listed companies. This 
is the principle worldwide, and India now stands tall in the world economic order, for her market to entail such 
global standards in her laws.

In fact, even in 1996-97, there was a dissent note to the Bhagwati Committee report on this issue, with the 
majority going in for a token 20% offer size. A decade and a half later, the then arguments in favour of not 
having a full-sized open offer have withered away and circumstances of the jurisdiction have changed. It is 
time to mark our laws to market and embrace the size and responsibility that being a part of the India story 
brings with it. This is the one provision on which we have the most satisfactory fundamental recommendation 
in the TRAC Report.

About the author

Somasekhar heads the Securities Law and Private Equity practice of JSA. He was a Member of the Takeover Regulations 

Advisory Committee . 

Apart from the area of takeovers of listed companies, his practice also covers regulatory proceedings and contentious 
practice involving Securities Law. He acts as counsel before the Securities Exchange Board of India, Securities Appellate 
Tribunal and the Supreme Court of India in such matters.

Somasekhar writes a fortnightly column titled ‘Without Contempt’ in the Business Standard, a national business daily, and 
contributes to a leading blog on Indian corporate law.



Events
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Networking Events

IVCA Annual Networking Event (May 4th, 2010) 

First networking event of its kind for the PE/ VC industry where 130+ Key members of the PE/ VC industry 
were present.

Training Program

IVCA Advance Certificate Private Equity Management Training Program

Two-Day Advance course for Investment Professionals in Private Equity & Venture Capital designed for 
early-career practitioners.

Deal Structuring, Due Diligence – Key imperatives in current times, Valuation Guidelines, Legal Aspects (Tax and Regulatory) + 
De-risking strategies, IFRS Convergence in India, Adding Value and Managing Growth, Managing Portfolio Companies, Exits

Insider Track Session (Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore)

IVCA conducted an 'Insider Track Session', exclusively for the IVCA members, where Mr.Somasekhar
Sundaresan (JSA Partner & Member of 'Takeover Regulations Advisory Committee' TRAC) provided an 
overview of the proposed reforms and explained their significance.

The Private Equity International India Forum (October 5-6th , 2010) 

Gathering of international and the increasingly influential local institutional investors and general partners, 
as well as senior advisors and other stakeholders in the rapidly evolving asset class to discuss issues 
that concern everyone in the business of investing in India.

IVCA Networking Dinner – ITC Grand Central,Mumbai



Partnerships

National Stock Exchange (NSE):
In partnership with NSE, IVCA will create a Bulletin Board, consisting of an electronic platform which facilitates 
structured information sharing amongst risk investors and also between prospective risk capital seekers, investors 
and other relevant agencies. The Bulletin Board would be pre-cursor to the SME exchange and would eventually 
become a part of the exchange.

Some features of the Bulletin Board include:
� Investor Information
� Investee Company Information
� Deal Corner (Limited Access)
� Entrepreneur Information

United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO): 
In partnership with UNIDO, IVCA will work towards creating an ecosystem, a self sustained mechanism to promote 
equity investments in Indian SMEs, by:

� Creating awareness among stakeholders about equity investments in SMEs and assisting companies to 
increase their readiness to accept investments from PE/VC funds or angel investors

� Developing institutional capacities at PE/VC associations to facilitate equity investments in Indian SMEs

UNIDO and IVCA signed the agreement in New Delhi. Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in Chennai and 
Mahrattra Chamber of Commerce, Industries and Agriculture (MCCIA) in Pune are the local partners for the 
Consolidated Project and both organizations will support the PE/VC component in respective locations.

Bain and Company: 
In co-ordination with Bain and Company, IVCA has published ‘India PE Report 2010’. 

� Report includes a survey conducted across over 75 leading PE investors globally
� The report will be made available to decision makers in the PE/ VC industry as well as the Regulatory Bodies

Prime Database:
We have partnered with Prime Database to create a credible and comprehensive database. This database would 
help the PE/ VC Firms build the visibility of their organization in the PE/VC eco-system as also bring closer the key 
players of the industry. It would also be helpful in enabling IVCA take up policy level initiatives with the government 
and the regulators.

We will also bring out the IVCA-PRIME DIRECTORY-2010 which will be a comprehensive list of the PE/ VC Firms. 
In addition to the hard copy of the directory, we will be having an online version which will be updated on a regular 
basis.

Research PE India (RPEI): 
In partnership with RPEI, IVCA will be coming out with research and information services. IVCA plans to publish 
the following in partnership with RPEI:

� Monthly newsletter, Quarterly report on PE/VC industry, Sectoral reports

RPEI would also be offering discounts on its database services, PE research, analysis and intelligence, 
exclusively for IVCA members. 

South African Private Equity and Venture Capital Association (SAVCA): 
IVCA is now an Associate Member with SAVCA, and would be coordinating with the association for various 
activities.

Beijing Private Equity Association (BPEA): 
IVCA is signing an MoU with BPEA, and would be coordinating with the association for various activities.

Partnerships
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In Person

Bejul Somaia
Lightspeed Venture Partners

What are your investment strategies for India in the present scenario? 
What would be the size of investments you are currently looking for? 

Lightspeed is a global venture and growth equity firm with a presence in Silicon Valley, 
Israel, China and India. We’re currently investing out of our eighth fund, which is 
an $800 million fund we closed just over two years ago. 

In India we invest from $5 to $20 million in a given company, either at one time or over a series of steps to 
support a company’s growth. In early stage companies, we would typically invest less upfront and support the 
company’s capital requirement as it grows, whereas in growth oriented investments we would likely make a 
larger investment upfront. 

In terms of our strategy, we invest in technology and non-technology sectors and look for passionate, dynamic 
entrepreneurs seeking to build large, market leading companies. When we invest early we often help to build 
management teams and assist in defining company strategy, key value creation milestones and making 
introductions to potential customers, partners and sources of additional capital. We expect that our portfolio will 
be balanced between early and growth stage companies.

Your investments in India have been few compared to the number of years you have been operating in 
the country. Is there a rationale behind it? 

Although we made our first investment in India (Tutor Vista) in 2007, we have had a local presence for just two 
and a half years. In that timeframe we have made four investments, including a transaction that we closed just 
this week. This is a pace we’re comfortable with, especially given that we have been in the early stages of 
entering a new geography. 

We also felt that when entering a new market, we didn’t think the right thing to do was to make a rapid fire 
series of investments. Instead we prioritized getting to know the market and the entrepreneurs. Since we invest 
out of a global fund, we look for a consistent quality of opportunity across all our geographies. If we find that 
quality, we make the investment, and if we don’t, then we will exercise discipline. I don’t think we want to 
compromise the quality of investments to deploy the capital quicker. Now that we have built a strong foundation 
for our investment activity in India, we are keen to accelerate our effort.

How do LP's currently see India as an investment option? 

Our sense is that, LP’s are certainly interested in markets outside of the established Private Equity markets. 
That said, there is a level of caution around India as there would be around any nascent private equity market. 
Our LP’s seem to be comfortable knowing that we apply the same investment process and rigour when 
evaluating a deal in any geography, including India. 

My sense is that events over the last few months have caused people to feel more positive. There is now 
positive data in the form of large venture-backed exits from investments that were made in the 2005-06 
timeframe. And that’s positive. Our LP’s understand the India opportunity while also recognising that India is a 
nascent private equity market. So I would say that they have a balanced view. 

What are some of the top regulatory issues PE funds in India are facing today? 

There’s two general areas we should talk about. One is the regulatory environment for funds and the other is 
the regulatory impact on the companies that funds invest in. 
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I think we are all aware of the challenges of deploying capital and being able to put deal structures in place with 
‘standard’ private equity terms. For example, recent changes in FDI policy create challenges around having 
convertible instruments or instruments where valuation is a function of future performance because conversion 
ratios have to be fixed upfront.  Other examples such as pricing restrictions on entry & exit for FDI often are 
suboptimal. In FVCI, there are restrictions on the sectors that even qualify for a FVCI. 

There are lots of these types of issues that are constraining and make the environment more complex than it 
would otherwise be. Having said this, we chose to be here and I think that means we have to manage some of 
that uncertainty and try and find a way to help educate the government about our source of capital and the kind 
of environment that would make it more conducive for genuine private equity and venture investors to deploy 
capital more efficiently. 

On the portfolio company side, again, you have issues where the rules of the game can change on portfolio 
companies. For example, in the financial services sector, there are many high quality companies that have been 
negatively impacted by the changed regulations relating to mutual funds and life insurance. Some kind of 
regulatory predictability is always beneficial. We believe that these things will improve over time but certainly 
these are issues that we don’t face in more established markets.

Do you think there’s any danger of a valuation bubble forming in Indian private equity market given the 
interest amongst investors for exposure to the country?

I don’t think there is a danger that a valuation bubble will form – I think that a valuation bubble has formed.  This 
comes back to one of the reasons why we have only made four investments in India so far. We might really like 
a company and we might really like the team but we are going to be very disciplined on price. I think that we 
have learnt over the history of the firm that when you pay too much on the way in, you can still build a great 
business, but you end up with a very average return. 

That said, we are encouraged by the quality of businesses we are seeing and since we have a long-term view 
on India are very comfortable with being patient and taking our shots when the right opportunity arises.

In the private equity circle, do you see concerns about another "recession" increasing? How are you 
preparing to tide over such a situation?

In the US, there remain a lot of challenges in the economy. Growth is anaemic and unemployment is still high. 
So I think at a macro level there are still some real challenges. It is difficult for me to comment on whether we 
will go back into a recession, but certainly its fair to say that a lot people think that we are not out of the woods 
yet. 

That said, given our investment philosophy what we really care about is whether we are seeing high quality 
entrepreneurs building disruptive businesses in large markets. And on this measure we are excited by what 
we’re seeing. Several companies in our portfolio (and in the portfolios of other venture firms) are scaling up in a 
way that we haven’t seen for a while. We have entirely new categories of e-commerce being created - for 
example, social commerce. And those companies are scaling up very, very fast. There are opportunities in 
enterprise infrastructure and storage for example where there is a massive market and there’s a lot of very 
talented people going after those opportunities with disruptive ideas. 

So I think while we are all cautious on the macro environment in the US, in the type of companies we invest in, 
what really matters is whether innovation is really alive and well. And from what we can see, that hasn’t 
changed. 

In Person
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About the author

Bejul Somaia is the Managing Director of India operations in Lightspeed Venture Partners. 

Bejul focuses on the firm's investment activity in India and brings over fourteen years of operating, entrepreneurial and 
investment experience in the US and India to his role at Lightspeed. His background and investment interests encompass 
technology and nontechnology businesses, and he currently sits on the boards of Itzcash Card, Four Interactive and the 
Great Indian Restaurant Company.



Vriti ropes in $5 Mn from JAFCO Asia & Intel Capital

Match Makers

ResearchPEIndia | Editorial  

Vriti Infocom, which provides practice tests for competitive and professional exams through its 
online portal vriti.com, has received the Series B round of funding of $5 million from JAFCO Asia 
for expansion and technology up gradation.

Vriti also got a follow-on investment from the Intel Capital which invested $2.5 million in the 
education company in 2008.

Industry:

Vriti operates in the online test preparation segment of the e-learning sector in the education 
industry, which is poised for exponential growth in the years to come.

Worldwide, e-learning has taken a big leap in the recent past and is expected to see a huge 
growth in the near future. 

In the Indian context, a number of e-learning providers have come up over time catering to 
various customers. While companies like Everonn, Educomp entered into diversified solutions 
and tied-up for technology with schools, coaching institutes and corporate, among others, firms 
like Learning Mate Solutions, EdServ, ExcelSoft Technologies, Mindlogicx Infotech, Hurix
Systems made their niche in the software technology and content management solutions. Social 
networking and informational websites like minglebox.com, bharatstudent.com and 
studyplaces.com focused on the students and attracted a lot of interest from the industry 
watchers.

Interestingly, almost all the known companies have received Private Equity or Venture Capital 
funding at some stage in their lifecycle, proving yet again that education linked with technology is 
one of the favourite sectors for the investors.

Online Coaching and Test Preparation:  

Within the e-learning market, platforms providing coaching and preparation for exams have seen 
a surge in their growth. Estimates show that around 60 million students take entrance and 
professional exams every year. 

In an IDFC-SSKI report on education in 2009, the Indian test preparation market, not including 
the school level, was estimated at around $1.3 billion. This includes companies which provide 
coaching in physical premises. 

With CAT going online, other tests are also expected to go online soon. This will further fuel 
growth of online test preparation market. The increasing broadband penetration in India is 
expected to contribute significantly to the growth of the online test preparation market. 

“ the Indian test preparation 
market, not including the 
school level, is estimated at 
around $1.3 billion”

According to a report by Ambient Insight in 2009, global e-
learning market has reached $ 27.1 billion in the US alone, 
contributing $16.7 billion. The report predicts that the sector 
would grow at a five-year Compound Annual Growth Rate 
(CAGR) of 12.8 percent and the world market would reach 
$49.6 billion by 2014. It said the Asia region will contribute 
the highest growth of 33.5 percent CAGR over the same 
period.
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Deal Analysis:

Over 375,000 students are enrolled in the company which has over 450 partner deployments in 
schools, coaching institutes and colleges. Vriti considers over 60 million students spanning across 600 
tests and 4.5 lakh business partners as its target market.

Vriti’s platform supports even the smallest coaching centre of an individual tutor in a small town that 
cannot afford to build a strong database otherwise. Through Vriti, the centre is equipped to offer its 
students the benefits of online testing, benchmarking against peers nationwide and personalised 
assessment. The company has built technology independent of language and exam type. Hence it has 
greater scalability in terms of reach.

Vriti has grown considerably by partnering with 100 companies and adding 10 new examinations to its 
kitty every quarter. The company currently has partners in over 80 cities. 

Competitors: 

The company operates in the e-learning segment, and the entry of other prominent e-learning players, 
who are currently not focused on the online test market, cannot be ruled out. 

Leaving aside big players like Everonn and Educomp (who are focused on K-12 education and 
software) and ExcelSoft Technologies, Mindlogicx Infotech and Hurix systems Pvt Ltd (who are 
focused on content management), the possibility of informational websites like minglebox.com and 
studyplaces.com providing online tests are considerably high. 

In addition, the company currently faces competition from other platforms that are also focusing on 
online tests. (discussed in the table below)

“Vriti’s platform supports even 
the smallest coaching centre of 
an individual tutor in a small 
town that cannot afford to build 
a strong database otherwise ”

Vriti has two portals – vriti.com and onlinedeals.in, 
an online e-commerce website. The company is, 
however, focusing on expanding and futher
exploring the online test preparation market. 

Vriti ties-up with schools, coaching institutes and 
colleges to encourage students to take practice 
tests of the company. 

It provides facility to students to take practice tests 
of various competitive and professional exams on 
payment of a fee per test. It also offers some tests 
free of cost. The content for the tests is contributed 
by authors and publishers. 
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TA Associates pick up a 16% stake in Dr. Lal Path Labs

Match Makers

ResearchPEIndia | Editorial  

TA Associates, a leading global growth private equity firm acquired a minority stake (16 percent) in Dr 
Lal PathLabs (DLP), one of India’s largest chains of pathology laboratories, by purchasing half of 
Sequoia Capital’s stake. Sequoia Capital had invested approximately ` 450 million for a third of the 
company in 2005. 

The raised funds will be used for expansion through organic as well as inorganic routes. Naveen 
Wadhera, Director, TA Associates Advisory Pvt. Ltd. will be joining DLP’s Board of Directors. 

With its strong and successful healthcare investment experience worldwide, TA hopes to repeat its 
success in the Indian market through top-flight strategic resources that will enable DLP to continue its 
strong growth trajectory. TA has invested in about 28 healthcare service firms globally such as 
AmeriChoice, CompBenefits, National Imaging Associates, Triumph HealthCare and Twin Med while 
16 investments have been made in healthcare technology companies such as Invitrogen, Alma 
Lasers, Cypress Pharmaceutical.

Industry: 

As per Research PE India’s database, 17 PE/VC deals have taken place in the healthcare sector this 
year with Warburg Pincus’ investment of $85 million in MetroPolis Health in June’10, Baring PE’s 
investment of $16 million in Shilpa Medicare, GIC’s investment of $85 million in Fortis and AIF 
capital’s investment of $40 million in Famy Care being the major deals. 

In a Yes Bank and ASSOCHAM report released in November’09, diagnostic and pathology services 
in India is estimated at $1 billion. This market is estimated to grow to $2.5 billion by 2012. 
Consolidation and increase in insurance penetration will drive further growth in the segment. 

Currently there are over 11,500 hospitals and 14,000 diagnostic laboratories in India according to a 
report published by FinPro. Approximately 70 per cent of the treatment decisions in the country are 
carried out based on results from the diagnostic laboratories.

The Indian diagnostic and pathology market is around 2 - 2.5 percent of the total healthcare market, 
which is in line with the trend in other world markets. HIV, malaria, dengue, typhoid, Hepatitis and TB 
tests are the major infectious diagnostics undertaken in India. Pregnancy, hormones and other non-
communicable blood tests (for diseases like cancer) are additional diagnoses done in the labs.

The market is dominated by small and unorganized laboratories spread across the country. 
Understandably, the quality of services provided by these labs vary widely. The National 
Accreditation Board of Laboratories (NABL) has been established to accredit the laboratories to 
ensure consistent quality is provided by these labs.

Industry experts believe that the market will consolidate once organized players aggressively enter 
the market through a network of chains. A similar situation was seen in the US, which earlier had 
standalone labs as seen in India. The scenario changed forever when the health insurance 
companies penetrated the US healthcare market. Currently, the top 10 laboratories in US carry out 85 
percent of the pathological services. 

“17 PE/VC deals have taken 

place in the healthcare 

sector this year”

Ernst & Young served as financial advisors and Lexygen 
and Goodwin Procter provided legal counsel to TA 
Associates. JM Financial served as financial advisors, and 
Luthra & Luthra and AZB provided legal counsel to Dr Lal 
PathLabs and Sequoia Capital, respectively.
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Established in 1949, Dr. LalPath Labs offers more than 1,700 different types of tests. The Company 
employs over a 1000 people and serves around 3 million customers through its 55 
satellite laboratories, 850 collection centers and 2,500 pick-up points. By 2011, it expects to build a 
100-strong laboratory network, 1,000 collection centers and 3,000 pick-up points across India. 

DLP plans to tie up with western firms for testing as well as for clinical trials. It has a strong presence in 
northern India, particularly in Delhi and the National Capital Region and plans to roll out its IPO in 2 
years. 

DLP has shown steady growth over the last few years. (Revenue touched ` 126 crore in 08-09 
compared to ` 43 crore in 04-05 with Net profit improving to ` 12.8 crore in 08-09 compared with ` 2.6 
crore in 04-05). In the diagnosis space, DLP is among the leading players with 4-5 percent of the 
market share.

Competitors:

The recent acquisition of diagnostic division of Piramal healthcare (Piramal Diagnostic Services Pvt ltd) 
by Super Religare Laboratories (SRL) for ` 600 crore in July’10 has made SRL a distinct leader in the 
space. With the largest network of pathology and radiology centres, the combined entity has become 
the biggest pathology company in Asia outside Japan. SRL is planning to launch its IPO next year. 

“DLP has a strong presence in 

northern India, particularly in 
Delhi and the National Capital 
Region and plans to roll out its 

IPO in 2 years ”

With private health insurance opening up in India, it is expected that most of the 
insurance companies will tie up with pathology chains to lower costs and ensure superior 
quality control. In other western countries, it is seen that insurance companies only 
recognize tests conducted by approved and accredited labs thus forecasting further 
consolidation in the Indian markets. 

Rapidly increasing health consciousness among 
the middle and high-income families, leading to 
high demand on preventive health care, is also 
expected to contribute to the growth in diagnostic 
services market.

Deal Analysis:

About the company: 
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Playbook

Industry Deal Volume & Investments 

Energy sector emerged as the clear favourite with investors in terms of investment and ranked only next to 
healthcare in deal volume. This sector attributed for roughly 54 percent of the private equity and venture capital 
investment seen in August. While the investment from the four deals in energy topped $328 million, 99 percent of 
the deal volume was contributed by Blackstone’s investment in Moser Baer and Macquarie SBI’s investment in 
Adhunik Power and Natural Resources Limited. Macquarie SBI received a 12 percent stake in the private firm for the 
investment made from the India Infrastructure Fund

The highest number of deals last month took place in the healthcare sector. However the total deal size in the sector 
contributed only 6 percent of the total investments made. The reported investment in the sector touched $34 million 
with the major deal recorded being Baring’s $15.6 million stake in Shilpa Medicare Ltd. TA Associates 16 percent 
stake in Dr Lal PathLabs is the other big deal in the space although the exact investment in the laboratory group has 
not been not disclosed.

In terms of investments, construction and engineering sector witnessed a large deal with Norwest Venture Partners 
(NVP) and Xander Group, a new entrant, claiming a minority stake in Sadbhav Infrastructure Project, the subsidiary 
of Sadbhav Engineering, a BSE and NSE listed firm, for roughly $89 million.

In the financial services sector, Muthoot Finance Ltd, a private firm providing loan against gold, participated in two 
deals raising a total of $44.4 million from Baring Private Equity Partners, Matrix Partners and Kotak Private Equity 
Group. This was the third largest investment raised by a single firm in August. 

Source: Research PE India* - Contains at least one deal in which deal value was not disclosed
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Playbook

PE / VC Deal Volume

There were four new firms participating in the deal 
rally in August : Grassroots, India Venture 
Partners, Quilvest and Xander Group. 

At the end of the month, a total of 27 firms 
reportedly participated in the deal space averaging 
one deal per firm. 

Baring Private Equity Partners and Grassroots 
Business fund were the exceptions with two deals 
in their kitty. 

International Finance Corporation, last seen active 
in January  this year in the Bhilwara Energy deal, 
invested $5 million in Attero Recycling Private 
Limited, an E-waste management firm based out 
NOIDA, India.

In the angel space, investors from the Indian 
Angel Network picked up a minority stake in 
InnovizeTech Software, a firm offering solutions to 
analyze enterprise effort and productivity, for a 
sum of $0.35 million. 
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   Industry Deal Volume & Investment

    Based on reported deals in the preceding quarter (July, August, September) 
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Disclaimer

This newsletter is distributed and published by IVCA in partnership with
ResearchPEIndia (Knowledge Partner).

The details represented in this newsletter is for informational purposes only.

Under no circumstances is this information to be used or considered as an
offer to sell, or solicitation of any offer to buy, any security.

The information contained herein may not be complete or accurate and
should not be relied upon as such. Before relying on the material, users
should independently verify its relevance for their purposes, and should obtain
appropriate professional advice.

Any opinions or statements expressed herein are subject to change. The
information contained herein does not, and does not attempt to, disclose all of
the risks and other significant aspects of entering into any particular
transaction.

IVCA, Researchpeindia.com and its suppliers expressly disclaim all warranties
and conditions, express, statutory and implied, including without limitation
warranties or conditions of (a) merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose,
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their staff shall not be liable in the event of incidental or consequential
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